The simulation of optical systems with both, refractive and diffractive components is very challenging and can neither be solved by a classical ray tracing approach nor by a general rigorous Maxwell solver. That is why the concept of field tracing has been introduced which is a generalization of ray tracing: harmonic fields are traced through the optical system instead of ray bundles. This allows the smooth combination of different modeling techniques in different subdomains of the system called unified optical modeling. The techniques can be adapted locally to minimize the numerical effort whereas the accuracy is as high as needed. In this paper we apply field tracing techniques for the simulation of an eyepiece containing a diffractive lens for minimizing the lateral color. The results presented include higher diffraction orders appearing due to the grating-like structure of the diffractive lens.
INTRODUCTION
The development and design of optical systems can be enhanced considerably by using simulation and design tools. Thereby several challenges occur since all components of the system have to be modeled with sufficient accuracy. This includes light sources, optical components and detector functions. Often conventional optical components, such as lenses and prisms, are combined with micro-and nanostructured components. Depending on the application several physical effects including polarization, refraction and diffraction, spatial and temporal coherence may have to be taken into account. The sizes of structures appearing in the system strongly influence the performance of different numerical simulation techniques. The ultimate goal is to solve Maxwell´s equations for the system at hand. However, general solvers as for example Finite Element Methods are not feasible with respect to the required computer resources in most cases due to the lateral extension of the system. On the other hand, classical ray tracing is fast but is not accurate enough for the simulation of most micro-and nanostructured components. Starting from this observation the concept of field tracing has been developed [1] . It allows a smooth combination of different simulation techniques in order to simulate an optical system as fast as possible and as accurate as required. Suitable modeling techniques are selected for different components of a system, e.g. geometric field tracing for / rut propagating a laser beam through a lens, the Rayleigh Sommerfeld integral to obtain the beam in the focus of the lens and FMM (Fourier Modal Method) to model the scattering of a beam at some grating. In order to combine such methods a common representation of the light is required. In field tracing, electromagnetic harmonic fields are traced through the system. This approach provides three fundamental advantages of practical concern [1] : (1) field tracing enables unified optical modeling. Its concept allows the utilization of any modeling technique that is formulated for vectorial harmonic fields in different subdomains of the system. (2) The use of vectorial harmonic fields as a basis of field tracing permits a great flexibility in source modeling. By propagating sets of harmonic field modes through the system, partially temporally and spatially coherent light as well as ultrashort pulses can be investigated [2] . (3) In system modeling and design, the evaluation of any type of detector function is crucial. The use of vectorially formulated harmonic fields provides unrestricted access to all field parameters and therefore it allows the introduction and evaluation of any type of detector. In this paper we show the basic principles and equations of field tracing. We apply the approach for the analysis of an eyepiece containing a diffractive lens. This lens is used in order to compensate the lateral color of the system.
FIELD TRACING METHODS
In order to discuss the field tracing equations we assume that the optical system is located in the domain We denote the field at the boundary j  by: The operators are chosen such that the relevant physical effects are included whereas the numerical effort is minimal.
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SIMULATION OF AN EYEPIECE

Introduction
The weight and size of the optical system are critical performance criteria in numerous applications. For instance, the development of hand-holdable long focal length photographic lenses and light head mounted displays (HMD) eyepieces are technical issues of interest.
To get lighter and more compact optical systems, the use of rotationally symmetric diffractive optical elements (DOEs) has become of interest. A rotationally symmetric DOE could be defined by its ideal phase polynomial 4a, by its kinoform and material 4b or by its binary 4c surface and material. In 2001, Canon introduced the first photographic long focal length lens including a DOE, EF 400 mm f:4 DO IS [4] . More recently, Zeiss has introduced an OLED HMD including a DOE, Carl Zeiss Cinemizer [5] . The unusual dispersion properties of DOEs make them adequate for the correction of chromatic aberrations. This prevents us from fully achromatizing the optical system by combining different glass materials. This results in a less bulky optical system with fewer lenses.
Unfortunately, the use of DOEs causes stray light due to unwanted orders of diffraction. This makes the use of DOEs less common in practice [5] . The efficiency of the DOE diffraction working order falls below 100% when waveband width and angles of incidence increase. In 2014, Canon has re-designed the DOE, included in its 400-mm photographic lens, EF 400 mm f:4 DO IS II, in order to improve its image quality and decrease its stray light [6] .
It appears from the above stated that the use of DOEs is of great interest in the reduction of the height and weight of optical imaging systems; however, the modeling of the stray light coming from the DOEs requires particular attention.
Below, we present the simulation of an eyepiece including a DOE by field tracing methods.
Description of the setup
We consider a visible F/5 and a 40-degree diagonal Field of view (Fov) eyepiece mainly limited by its lateral color, see Figure 5 .
In order to improve the eyepiece image resolution, we introduce and optimize a rotationally symmetric DOE between the image plane and the singlet (planar interfaces on the right in Figure 5 ). Due to the DOE we obtain a correction of lateral [3] . Physical height of (b) is 150µm
Simulation results
We use the following propagation operators for the field tracing simulation:  Geometric field tracing for the eyepiece and the PMMA plate of the DOE.  Spectrum of plane waves (SPW) operator for the free space propagation to the focal region Both operators have been described in more detail in [1] . The diffractive surface modulation of the DOE causes a phase modulation in the field. Hence, the full information is available and all diffraction orders are considered at once. Results computed by VirtualLab [3] .
